Harnessing enzymes for greener products
Enzymes, clean and eﬃcient
Promising but elusive
In RADICALZ we want to make chemical industries more sustainable by
exploiting the true power of enzymes. These natural biocatalysts bring
an environmentally viable alternative to conventional production
processes.
However, current methods for discovering and developing enzymes are
tedious and expensive, and enzyme structures are too unstable for
industrial applications. Our goal is to overcome these limitations.
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Enhanced enzyme
engineering
In RADICALZ we develop tools for faster
enzyme discovery and engineering, along
with diﬀerent strategies to
compartmentalise enzymes and
ingredients for their optimal industrial use.

Million €
in funding

The RADICALZ project is
coordinated from Spain, and
brings together the best of
academia and industry towards
one eﬃcient consortium

While the newly discovered enzymes will
enable the use of natural raw materials
(such as plant waste or fat) to create
greener products, our intuitive IT solutions
can also be used directly by the industry.
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Our innovative tools will make the enzyme discovery process
faster, cheaper and more accurate.
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Using enzymes in industrial processes that allow bio-based
ingredients and environment-friendly consumer products
will help the European Union achieve its sustainability goals
and strengthen the bioeconomy.
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Want to know more?
Watch our motion graphic animation video!

radicalz@cbm.csic.es

radicalz.eu

@RadicalZ_EU

@RadicalZ
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